
Climatologists Even Have Difficulty Predicting The Weather
“The science is  in” because Climatologists’ climate models tell  us that Catastrophic Climate Change
(AKA Anthropogenic Climate Change) is a fact. These scientists have predicted with certainty that we are
headed for an apocalypse unless we stop warming the planet with carbon dioxide.

The interesting thing about their ‘fool-proof’ climate models is that these same scientists have difficulty
predicting the weather in a few days time. Not years in the future, as with climate models, but just a few
days ahead.

The problem of predicting the future came to light  again when Australia’s  WeatherZone1 had trouble
deciding which model to use to predict the weather in Christmas Day in 2022. Yes, you got it right, there
are numerous models for predicting climate and weather – bet you didn’t  hear that confessed in the
mainstream media and by politicians.

One news outlet  published this  in  detail,2 although they removed from the internet  the video of  the
meteorologist confessing to the problem.

Their  article  shows  graphics  from  WeatherZone  highlighting  the  predictions  of  3  models  for  both
temperature3 and rainfall4 on Christmas Day. After looking at them, you’ll notice how widely varying
each of the 3 predictions are in each graphic. (The footnotes for temperature and rainfall link directly to
the graphics online)

The meteorologist is on record in the news article stating, “At longer ranges of seven to 10 days, there is
usually so much uncertainty in the forecast that it’s better to look at broad weather patterns rather than
what to expect at any one location”.

So, definitely, 'the cat’s out of the bag' about the accuracy of the predictability of climate and weather
modelling. (I’ve covered the theory of the problem with modelling in another article.5)
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1 – www.weatherzone.com.au
2 – “Weather models predict Christmas Day weather”  (18-12-2022)
        www.news.com.au/technology/environment/weather-models-predict-christmas-day-weather/news-story/6efbe3fbab0836e728420ffd558a54bc 
3 – IMAGE SOURCE: content.api.news/v3/images/bin/4d849c0569eea5e46f1ad7f9ac5d2465 
4 – IMAGE SOURCE: content.api.news/v3/images/bin/83ac7fa2f7c964e2193c5b232520597b 
5 – “How Scientific Models Get It Wrong”    canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/How-Scientific-Models-Get-It-Wrong.pdf 
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